Getting you where you want to be.

C OU N S E L P O R T F O L I O S O L U T I O N S

Expertly crafted with the ideal blend of investment
opportunities and protection strategies to help you
achieve your goals for capital growth, preservation,
or income generation.

We apply a disciplined approach to efficiently allocate investments
across various asset classes, geographic markets and investment
styles. We offer a broad range of portfolios to help you reach your
investment goals, whether you want to grow your assets, preserve

Strategic Portfolios

Higher Risk

Investment Solutions to
help you reach your goals.

INCOME

and confidence to stick to a well-defined, goals-based financial plan.
We use dynamic strategies to take advantage of market trends to help
reduce risk and preserve capital in times of market stress, and to take
advantage of growth opportunities. This, along with strategies for active
portfolio rebalancing and currency hedging, among others, form the

Lower Risk

capital or generate income from your nest egg.
Every Counsel portfolio is carefully designed to give you the discipline

Retirement Portfolios

High Income

Income

Retirement
Income

25e / 75i

35e / 65i

basis of our approach to managing the target returns for each portfolio
and minimizing overall risk. The Counsel Retirement Portfolios add an
extra layer of risk mitigation to provide protection against the duration
and depth of market drawdowns.

SERIES
FUND CODES*
A (FE/DSC/LL)
F
I

Income

High Income

140 / 240 / 340
740
541

157 / 158 / 159
160
163

GROWTH
All Equity
Growth

BALANCED

Balanced
Growth
Retirement
Accumulation
Balanced
Monthly
Income

Conservative

Retirement
Foundation

Retirement
Preservation

Asset Allocation
40e / 60i
Retirement
Income
241 / 243 / 242
244
245

45e / 55i
Conservative
410 / 413 / 412
714
514

55e / 45i

60e / 40i

Retirement
Monthly
Balanced
Preservation
Income
246 / 248 / 247 550 / 553 / 552 420 / 423 / 422
249
704
724
250
504
524

65e / 35i
Balanced
Growth
001 / 100 / 211
711
554

Retirement
Foundation
251 / 253 / 252
254
255

80e / 20i
Growth

100e

Retirement
All Equity
Accumulation
430 / 433 / 432 256 / 258 / 257 440 / 443 / 442
744
259
764
534
260
544

Where discipline and strategy meet process
A well diversified portfolio is greater than the sum of its parts.
We believe strongly in the value of independence and
objectivity in money management. Through careful
research, we select investment specialists who have
successful and repeatable investment processes to
manage the various components of our portfolios. We
then build investment portfolios by combining those
components into an optimized mix to meet your goals,
while managing the risks taken to achieve them.
At the heart of our process is the view that our
investment specialists must continue to earn a place
in our portfolios, year after year. Using a disciplined
approach and defined monitoring criteria, we hold
each investment specialist accountable to their
mandate. The result is that we are able to provide
you with access to the expertise of some of the best
money managers in the industry.

*Additional series available – see www.counselservices.com for more details
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the Fund Facts and Simplified Prospectus
before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
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